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gave us this land forever,” he ranted. “And what God has
region-wide war. Sharon has been picked as one possible
given cannot be taken away by other people.”
military dictator.
The Temple Mount Faithful continue to be an active part
∑ Fostering the growth of the Israeli mafia. The British
of Sharon’s killer network today.
and U.S. organized-crime creation of a massive mafia network in Israel is among the ways the British have sought to
give themselves an independent power base in Israel.
By the June 1967 war, Sharon, then a General in the Israeli
Army, had already demonstrated his qualities as a “good investment” for the financier oligarchy criminals who picked
him up. Within hours of the seizure of the West Bank, Sharon
by Michele Steinberg
deployed armed Jewish civilian “settlers” into the West Bank,
under the pretext of creating a “defense perimeter.” Although
Gen. Ariel Sharon is entirely a creation of powerful British
still an active-duty general, Sharon was involved in sponsorand Anglo-American financial elites, imposed on Israel, and
ing the 1969 creation of the Kiryat Arba settlement near Heused to foment local warfighting and destabilizations. But, as
bron; he has publicly praised that settlement’s spiritual leader,
in the case of Adolf Hitler, Sharon’s actions are those of a
Rabbi Moshe Levinger, as a “true hero of Israel.”
“Frankenstein’s monster,” and in a period of strategic and
By 1973, the Anglo-American establishment ordered
financial breakdown as today, his provocations could unleash
Sharon to enter politics, to mobilize the Israeli population on
a global war.
behalf of further wars. The orders came through Riklis, the
Sharon’s career has been made through the networks of
New York-based owner of Rapid American Corp.
international organized crime, and the financier oligarchy.
Sharon’s bloody career has included playing a major role
Those who have benn his points of control, have included:
in the “Terror Against Terror” assassination teams, and in
Meshulam Riklis, the New York-based Anti-Defamarunning the espionage network that deployed Jonathan Jay
tion League “legalized crime” kingpin who financed Sharon’s
Pollard, the Israeli-Soviet mole in U.S. Naval Intelligence,
first electoral campaign. Along with the late Armand Hamwho is serving a life sentence in the United States, after pleadmer, head of Occidental Petroleum, Riklis was responsible
ing guilty in 1985.
for “cleansing” the blood from Sharon’s paws. In 1982-83,
The following excerpt from “The Trust: An Introduction,”
the two paid for Sharon’s lawsuit against Time magazine,
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, appeared in the EIR Special Report
which had documented his role in the genocide at the Sabra
of March 1, 1986, “Moscow’s Secret Weapon: Ariel Sharon
and Shatilla civilian Palestinian refugee camps in southern
and the Israeli Mafia”: “During 1982, from various sources
Lebanon. Sharon did not “win” the case, but the settlement
in the United States, Western Europe, and Israel, . . . EIR
was an important part of his rehabilitation, opening the door
learned that Kissinger was deeply involved in a scandalous
for him to become a cabinet minister in the 1984 National
real-estate swindle in the Israel-occupied West Bank territoUnity government.
ries. We were tracking leaks from Alexander Haig’s State
Henry Kissinger, the former U.S. Secretary of State and
Department . . . reported to have been key in prompting
Hollinger board member.
Sharon to set up Israel’s invasion of Lebanon. . . .
A network of British oligarchs typified by Lord Harlech
“There was a meeting at Sharon’s dacha in Israel. This
(David Ormsby-Gore) and Lord Peter Carrington, who
hideaway was provided to Sharon by ‘legalized crime boss’
otherwise dominate the Hollinger Corp.
Meshulam ‘Meshuggeneh’ Riklis. . . . This meeting included
These individuals have played a leading role in diverse
Kissinger, Bronfman representative Harry Bloomfield, and
conspiracies, many of which involve Sharon, including:
assorted others. A deal was cut, establishing the biggest inter∑ Building the “Jewish settlers movement” within the
national real-estate swindle of 1982. . . .
Occupied Territories. The British formed the Jewish settlers
“Even nastier than the Sharon-Kissinger involvement in
movement to give themselves an independent capability of
the West Bank ‘landscam’ is the deep connection between
sparking an Arab-Israeli war at any time they choose—even
Sharon and the plot to set off a new Middle East general
if opposed by the normally compliant Israeli government.
war, by blowing up the second holiest place of Islam . . .
Sharon is one of their agents assigned to that task.
Jerusalem’s Dome of the Rock Mosque. . . .
∑ Preparing for the mass expulsion of the Occupied Terri“The murder apparatus working on behalf of Sharon’s
tories Arab population. The British have long considered creprojects, is not some glamorous ‘James Bond’ crew; it has the
ating a “Greater Israel” through mass expulsion of the 1.7
character of organized crime, a character it has acquired not
million Palestinians living in the territories, in part sparked
accidentally from the gangster-elements of the Irgun.
by settler atrocities against the Palestinians.
“Unless we purge this ‘sleaze-ball’ element from posi∑ Preparing for an Israeli civil war. The British have long
tions of security and policy-shaping within our government,
considered plunging Israel into a civil war ultimately leading
Sharon’s takeover of Israel is unstoppable, and we shall not
to a military dictatorship dedicated to a “Greater Israel” and
long continue to have a United States.”
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